RACER®
PRESSURE-SIDE INGROUND POOL CLEANER

High-performance cleaning.
THE CLEANER THAT PUSHES THE LIMITS OF PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN.

The Racer® Pressure-Side Inground Pool Cleaner puts cleaning into high gear with its sleek styling and aggressive pursuit of dirt and debris. Its sporty and technologically advanced design earns the Racer cleaner the checkered flag—by cleaning in both forward and reverse modes, it can cover an entire pool faster.

Operating the Racer cleaner is quick and simple too—just attach to your dedicated pressure line and watch it go to work.
The Racer cleaner delivers high-performance cleaning that dominates the competition. No other cleaner features four venturis for the most powerful cleaning ever. The Racer cleaner delivers nearly one-third more cleaning power than other pressure-side cleaners and a 40% larger vacuum intake to tackle debris of all shapes and sizes with ease. The built-in rotating brush makes quick work of hard-to-remove debris and is great for sandy environments and new pool finishes. Its deep cleaning and speedy performance will have you spending less time cleaning and more time enjoying your pool.

**A PROFESSIONAL-GRADE CLEAN WITHOUT THE HASSLE**

- **Front-rotating brush**
  Scrubs and scours for a deep and detailed clean.

- **40% larger intake**
  Captures debris of all sizes.

- **Forward and reverse modes**
  Cleans continuously for fast, uninterrupted cleaning.

- **Nearly one-third more cleaning power**
  For maximum debris removal.

- **Quick and easy to maintain**
  Innovative design makes servicing a cinch.

- **Snap-on debris bag**
  Easy and secure with one-button removal.

- **Built-in handle**
  For easy removal from pool.

- **Wide tires**
  For steady traction.

- **Four venturis**
  For increased cleaning power.

**FEATURING EXCLUSIVE NIGHT CRUIZE LED LIGHT TECHNOLOGY**

The Racer cleaner is the first automatic pool cleaner with underwater LED lights, adding brilliant lighting to nighttime cleanings. The twin LED lights are powered by the cleaner’s own water turbine—so you’ll never have to worry about replacing worn-out batteries. Night Cruize LED lights add ambiance and excitement to your after-dark cleaning experience.
A CLEANER THAT LOOKS AS GOOD AS IT CLEANS

Durable, rugged construction is at the foundation of the Racer cleaner’s intelligent design. But, it also delivers high-end looks and stylish appeal. Plus, its wide tires and sleek body design allow it to cut through water with superior traction, resulting in maximum efficiency and faster cleaning.